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FLG Article in The Poly
by Shannon Gillespie McComb
After classes on Friday, 9/23/2016, RPI students drove to Bolton’s Landing at Lake George, for
beginning-of-the-year adventure, which turned out to be better than anyone could have imagined. The
weather was windy and the water choppy, giving the canoeists a challenge in reaching their weekend
paradise--Turtle Island. After disembarking, we each found a camping spot on the island, and gathered
for a warm dinner around a glowing campfire. Saturday was filled with many activities, including
canoe trips, multiple hikes, rock climbing, and personal time to enjoy nature. I went on an arduous hike
to Black Mountain Point, which was a true test of my mental and physical stamina given the
unrelenting and steep ascent to the top. But, there was a sense of triumph reaching the peak, with the
great people who worked together as a team to help everyone complete the mission. The reward at the
top was absolutely breathtaking, as it afforded an almost 360 degree view, above the treetops. Any
struggle, aches, or pains from the hike were completely forgotten, once we gazed on the beautiful
scenery, awash with fall crimson, orange and yellow leaves overtaking the forest. The Lake appeared
peacefully nestled in the forest as late afternoon approached. I rushed down the mountain, threw off my
shoes and jumped into the Lake. All thoughts of homework, tests, career fair, and the upcoming
academics were supplanted by our immersion in nature, and the blissful feeling that comes from shared
memories with comrades. We arrived back to the island and everyone made their campfires, which
included sending out search parties for firewood. After dinner on Saturday, there was a fun scavenger
hunt, with groups running around the island, all competing to finish first. Saturday night was nearly a
perfect Norman Rockwell painting, with stories around the campfire and s’mores galore. No one
wanted the evening to end as it was so relaxing to escape our electronic world and enjoy each other’s
company. Once we finally zipped up the tent for the cold night ahead, I reflected on the trip and
thought about how I wished I had gone on this trip as a Freshman. On Sunday, we awoke to a bright,
sunny morning and went for a quick swim, knowing we had to pack and canoe back to the mainland
where our cars awaited. Those new to RPI often ask about classes (which to avoid and how to study),
but they often do not ask what defined my college experience. I would say that the Fall Lake George
weekend nurtured my spirit and prepared me for a great school year; I could not imagine my college
experience without this trip. I am so grateful that I took this opportunity to make lasting new
friendships. Fall Lake George is one of the best trips ever!! If you missed it this year, please do not
make the same mistake next year. Make it happen!! Thank you Rensselaer Outing Club and the
Rensselaer Student Union!

Lia’s Photography
by Lia Greene

Jesse Greaves admiring the view at the Collegiate Ice Carnival 2017

Ariana Gerdis, Jesse Norman, Lia Greene, Greg Moore, and Rebecca Moore on Phelps in Febuary

Lia Greene, Richard Otis, Ethan Cantlin, and Amy Bredes on the Rocky Peak Ridge in April

Backpacks taking a break from hiking Tabletop in early April

Lia Greene, Kelly Steele, Richard Otis, Rebecca Caswell, and Sam Ansaldo repping the flag on
Tabletop

Edible Plants on Campus
by Alex Perkins
1. Dandelions:
- Boil the leaves and flower buds
- Batter and fry the flowers to make fritters
- Roast and grind the roots then perk like coffee

Dandelion

Plantain
2. Plantains:
- Eat the young leaves raw of boiled

3. Wood Sorrel:
- Eat the pleasantly sour leaves raw
- Steep leaves in hot water then chill and sweeten
to make a cool drink yo
Wood Sorrel
4. Clover:
- Boil the leaves and flower heads
- Make tea with dry flower heads
- Grind dried flower heads and seeds into flour

5. Mullein:
Clover
- Make tea with dried leaves
- Poison fish with ground seeds
- Use the soft fuzzy leaves as bandages, TP, insoles, etc.
- The flowering stems make a perfect hand drill to start
a friction fire to cook your poisoned fish

Mullein

6. Pineapple Weed:
- Make a chamomile-like tea with flowers
Mullein
7. Violets:
- Eat the leaves raw or boiled
- Add leaves to soup as thickener
- Make tea out of the leaves

Pineapple Weed

Violet

We Came, We Saw, We Climbed
by Jesse Norman

Bryan Fraiser, Becca Cerra, and Jesse Norman at the Collegiate Ice Carnival 2017

Yellow Blaze
by Katie Pinckard
Rap
Yellow blaze, yellow blaze,
Where you been all my dayz?
I’ve been hikin’ peaks in the ADKS.
That Adirondack mud,
It ain't much fun.
But if you take a breath,
You don’t have to run.
Fall is in the air,
It smells pretty sweet.
And the weather today
Its do hard to beat!
Yellow blaze, Yellow blaze,
Where you been all my dayz?
I’m still hikin’ peaks in the ADKS.
Story
On this hike Sasha and I had done an overnight at Marcy Dam and had planned to do a loop
hike with Marcy and Skylight totaling between 12-15 miles. On the way back after summiting both
peaks we noticed a blaze change from yellow to red. For some silly reason or another we both didn’t
make that big a deal of it me saying, “that’s what is supposed to happen” and continuing to hike for
another 3 miles. Soon we found a sign that said “Lake Colden 4 miles”... we were never supposed to be
anywhere near Lake Colden. We made the executive decision to consult our handy dandy trail map and
realized we were now 6.5 miles away from the end instead of 2 miles, which is where we should have
been at that point in the adventure. After have a little pity party of one (while Sasha consoled me) I put
on my pack, ate a Cliff bar and some dried fruit, and realized there was only one way back and even
though it was 6.5 miles I had to do it. In order to keep my spirits up I began to rap because everyone
knows I'm basically Macklemore and thus Yellow Blaze was born.
There are those times where take the wrong trail can end up being miserable, yet this was not
one of those times. Soon we made to Lake Colden that just looks enormous and unexpected. After Lake
Colden we hiked through Avalanche Pass that was even more breathtaking than Lake Colden. The slabs
on the opposite side of the lake were just massive and towered over us like giants and appeared as if the
wall were closing in. My favorite part was the bridges that were attached to the side of a cliff face
holding us a few feet over the water. Since it was fall, the colors that filled the pass were consuming
and overwhelming. By the time we reached the car we had hiked 20 miles, summited 2 peaks and had a
great adventure on an unexpected journey.

Josh’s Photography
by Josh Stricker

A chipmunk on Cloud’s Rest in Yosemite National Park

Ethan Cantlin scouting out the moves on a highball in CT

Tule Elk at Point Reyes National Seashore

Greg Hansell on “To Defy the Laws of Tradition” (5.10a), the first sport route ever bolted in the Red

Alex Perkins bouldering with Greg Hansell carefully spotting in CT

Yosemite
by Josh Stricker

Little Yosemite Valley with Nevada and Vernal Falls, as seen from Glacier Point
Yesterday was nuts. Woke up at midnight and ate some granola and had a cup of tea then I was
driving into the valley to go to the trailhead. By 1am I was hiking up the mist trail and trying to keep a
solid pace which I (mostly) succeeded at. It was very wet in the area below Vernal falls from all the
mist, and the roar of the falls was quite something to hear. It was cool to go to the overlook and see
only blackness but hear the sound of the entire Merced river plunging off a cliff. Every so often I'd turn
my headlamp off and stop for a minute to look at the endless blanket of stars above. Around 1:30 or 2 I
ran into a guy near the silver apron between Vernal and Nevada falls. His name was Leo, he was a 40something nurse and veteran who told me that he hadn't hiked since he was in the army, 15 years ago.
He was trying to meet up with his friends who were allegedly at the top of Nevada fall waiting for him
with a headlamp, which he did not have. Since he was using only his phone's flashlight to try and
navigate this slippery, jumbled, and very steep rock trail I offered to hike with him. We stuck together
for about 45 minutes until we got to a spot where he wanted to stop and had cell service (a rare thing
out here!) so he could text his friends to bring him a light/find him. I told him that he should just
hunker down until daylight if they didn't reply because I didn't think it was safe for him to go further, as
the trail got really slippery ahead.

Continuing on, I ran into two groups of people (also trying to hike half dome by sunrise) and
passed them. At one point I passed some really pretty flowers that smelled amazing that weren't even
half as fragrant during the daylight. I saw a lot of deer, and when I was on one ridgeline it was hard to
tell the difference between stars peeking in through the trees and eyes reflecting my headlamp. On the
subdome (the last feature on the ridge before climbing half dome itself) I accidentally scared a French
couple (that might have been making out) by shining my light on them because I thought they were a
bear. it was a strange interaction, and to my knowledge they never summited. I got to the cables around
4am, and climbed them in the dark. When I saw the route on the way down I was glad that my initial
ascent had been without the ability to see the exposure that awaited me if I stepped incorrectly. I
reached the top at 4:20am. The view was already beautiful. A fingernail of a moon in the east was just
barely enough to lightly silhouette the mountains of the Clark range. Looking west I could see the
lights from all the campgrounds in the valley, 5000 feet below me. I got out my camera and some
oatmeal and had the summit to myself for over an hour during which the sky slowly lightened, the
clouds turned orange and pink, and the vastness of the world that I sat on top of slowly revealed itself
to me. It was a good hour, one of the best I've had.
Eventually 6 other people trickled up on top, but they'd missed the sunrise, and they hadn't
gotten the peak to themselves. Around 6:15am, with daylight finally in full swing, I started down.
Those cables were scary! Nobody was on them at the time which was nice though, and I was pretty
quickly off. The hike out grew slowly more crowded and by the time I got to the bottom -- around 9am
-- it was fully thronged with humanity. I went swimming at a quiet spot in the river, and then went to
sleep. At about 3pm I woke up and drove to Berkeley. What a great day!

A Poem on Phelps
by Anonymous
Phelps is for dreary days.
Don’t get me wrong; the walk is nice.
November weather is spotty at best, with winter looming.
Frozen mud from past melts make the path temporarily fine.
The cool air nips at earlobes and noses, before exercise can ward it off.
My first hike this semester.
Man, I’m out of shape.
Muscles get warm, legs are moving more than they are used to.
Slipping slightly on unsure patches and rocks, trying to avoid the now unfrozen mud.
Up we go, remembering a bad knee and some sore hips.
We’re almost there.
We’re almost there.
It really should be right around this corner.
Here!
Clouds surround the peak, there is only the void below.
Down we go, now with less food.
Down we go, almost slipped.
Down we go, through the now really unfrozen mud.
Time to nap in the car.

Editor’s Note
by Greg Cowan
Another adventurous year is over for the Outing Club. I know that I had a lot of fun outside this
year, I made new friends, and strengthened my bond with old ones. I went hiking and biking and
climbing, but not caving! I had a ton of fun canoing, camping, and cooking at FLG. I tried mountain
biking again, and liked it! We had a fantastic year for the ROC Wall. We started Intramural Hours with
the Mueler Center, which opens up the Wall to newcomers and gives us a chance to introduce them to
the Wall and the Club. And, we had a great turnout at each of the semesterly climbing competitions,
good job Ethan! The Spring Banquet was rainy, but still fun! Thomas Blake, Amanda Harrold, Nathan
Mascari, Josh Stricker, and Jesse Norman all got Patch. More club members got trip leadership, wall
leadership, or WFA certified. There were trips out nearly every weekend this year. And like always, the
club continues to grow and evolve as new members join and older ones graduate. New Officers and
Chairs were chosen for next year.
Officers:
•

President: Helaina Hurwitz

•

Vice President: Ethan Cantlin

•

Secretary: Lia Greene

•

Treasurer: Richard Otis

•

Pit Chair: Felicia Peacock

•

Cairn Editor: Greg Cowan

•

Member At Large: Nathan Mascari

New Chairs:
•

Kayaking: Becca Cerra

•

Backpacking: Lia Greene

•

Mountain Biking: Tucker Gallant

•

Rafting: Helaina Hurwitz

Thank you to everyone who submitted to the Cairn! And special thanks to Lia and Josh for their
amazing photography, which I’ve featured in this edition of the Cairn. In accordance with the times,
pictures and stories from trips tend to be posted to Facebook or Instagram, but it’s nice to summarize
the year with the tradition of the Cairn, our annual newsletter. Here’s to another year outside! P.S. The
official Woppler start time is 9:03pm.

